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I INTRODUCTION

The nature and purpose of Australian legal education has changed
over time 1 but it is at least arguable that one constant has been the
importance of law students learning to think: more particularly, learning
to think ‘like lawyers’. 2 Despite agreement on thinking as a
fundamental legal skill, 3 giving content to this concept has generated
debate within the academy 4 and the profession. There is also some
debate about why the many law students who will never be lawyers
need to learn to think like lawyers. Further, even if there were

1 See, eg, Nickolas J James, ‘A Brief History of Critique in Australian Legal
Education’ (2000) 24 Melbourne University Law Review 965; Mary Keyes and
Richard Johnstone, ‘Changing Legal Education: Rhetoric, Reality, and Prospects for
University and the Contemporary Legal Academy’ (2004) 26 Sydney Law Review
481; Margaret Thornton, Privatising the Public University: The Case of Law
(Routledge, 2011).

2 See discussion in Peter John Macmillan, Thinking Like An Expert Lawyer:
Measuring Specialist Legal Expertise Through Think-Aloud Problem Solving and
<http://epublications.bond.edu.au/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1167&context=theses>

3 Evidenced through the broad agreement reached across the tertiary sector and
admissions authorities in the threshold learning outcomes for law: Sally Kift, Mark
Israel and Rachael Field, Bachelor of Laws Learning and Teaching Academic
Standards Statement (Australian Learning & Teaching Council, 2010).

4 See overview in Nick James, ‘Logical, Critical and Creative: Teaching “Thinking
Skills” to Law Students’ (2012) 21(1) Queensland University of Technology Law and
Justice Journal 66, particularly at 68-9 citing Michelle Sanson, ‘Thinking Like a
Natt Gannt, ‘Deconstructing Thinking Like a Lawyer: Analyzing the Cognitive
agreement on what ‘thinking like a lawyer’ really means, how to teach legal thinking effectively remains relatively obscure.5

Access to professional development that might support the teaching skills of law teachers in relation to thinking skills is therefore crucial. While the framework presented in this article arises from professional development resources we have developed as part of the Australian Government Office for Learning and Teaching-funded Smart Casual Project, 6 we suggest that teaching support which is of benefit to sessional academics is equally likely to benefit permanent colleagues. To this end, we draw on our work in the Smart Casual Project, offering law teachers a case study of the systematic development of an explicit approach to teaching thinking skills in law.

This article identifies the knowledge a law teacher might need to be able to teach law-specific thinking skills in an existing law curriculum within an Australian law degree. Following from that, we analyse how component thinking skills might coalesce within a teaching environment. Using the umbrella concept of thinking skills, we draw on the literature of legal education and on our collective experience to identify how law teachers embed three component thinking skills – reading law, critical legal thinking and problem solving – as part of a comprehended whole, providing concrete examples of integrated approaches to thinking skills in particular subjects to demonstrate the approach. We argue that through breaking down then building up these complex processes in a scaffolded approach, law teachers will be better placed to explain to students what is involved in learning law, and to identify how best to support student learning. While the genesis of the identified categories of thinking skills lies in analysis of the needs of sessional law teachers particularly, we present the findings here as relevant to all law teachers. Deriving as it does from work with sessional law teachers in particular, this approach does not presuppose a law teacher with the authority to alter curriculum. Instead, it outlines a conceptual approach with practical application in the context of classroom teaching.

As a result of its focus on what teachers need to know and be able to do, the taxonomy of thinking skills adopted here differs from other important work 7 on curriculum design and regulatory requirements

---

6 Smart Casual identified eight initial dimensions of legal curricula warranting the provision of professional development resources to sessional teachers. It took cues from the Law Threshold Learning Outcomes, a review of the wider literature on legal education, surveys of sessional academics in three law schools, and national consultation with Associate Deans of Learning and Teaching and other experts in legal education. It also drew on the feedback provided by focus groups of sessional teachers who trialled the resources developed in the first phase of the project. Smart Casual modules are designed for self-paced professional development of sessional law teachers. Smart Casual, The Smart Casual Professional Development Modules <https://smartlawteacher.org/modules/>.
7 For thinking skills, see, eg, James, above n 4; Nickolas James, ‘Embedding Graduate Attributes Within Subjects: Critical Thinking’ in Sally Kift et al (eds), Excellence and Innovation in Legal Education (LexisNexis, 2011) 69.
which starts with the text and import of the Law Threshold Learning Outcomes (‘TLOs’) published in the Discipline Standards for Law. It advances knowledge in the field through its integration of skills that might otherwise be treated separately, providing both an overview of each component skill together with a synthesis of all three. The aim is to present the complexity of ‘thinking like a lawyer’ to afford law teachers with additional insights into student learning – in a way that might be applied in class.

This article begins with an analysis of three of the many component skills in the ‘thinking like a lawyer’ construct – legal problem solving, reading law, and critical legal thinking – and the way in which the three aligned Smart Casual thinking modules have interpreted these components. It explains the decisions made as to the structured approach to each, with a view to providing tools directly applicable to the classroom. The second part then illustrates how the components adopted in the three modules interrelate as part of a nexus, a seamless mode of thinking ‘like a lawyer’. In doing so, it shows how a scaffolded approach to the teaching of discrete thinking skills in law is better understood as part of a larger, more complex whole.

II SCAFFOLDING TEACHING TO THINK LIKE A LAWYER

Thinking skills are considered important in higher education generally. This aligns with indications that employer groups rank ‘critical thinking and analytical skills’ highly in terms of graduate employability. Accordingly, graduate attributes of most Australian universities include at least some reference to thinking skills. The importance of thinking skills in law is evident from the TLOs, though, as Nickolas James explains, the TLOs canvass a variety of more particular skills. James suggests that collectively these skills could be described as ‘thinking like a lawyer’ although this term is not without

---

8 Kift, Israel and Field, above n 3; see also the subsequent Good Practice Guides available at Legal Education Associate Deans Network, Resources – Good Practice Guides <http://www.lawteachnetwork.org/resources.html>.
11 James, above n 4.
its own problems.\textsuperscript{12} Without entering into the debate around the term, this article is based on the proposition that the three component skills are all recognisable as lawyering skills, and together constitute a suite of skills that reflect what is, for convenience, called ‘thinking like a lawyer’.\textsuperscript{13}

The \textit{Smart Casual} project found that from the perspective of a law teacher, the three components of thinking skills are identifiable as requiring specific instruction, yet many sessional academics feel underprepared to teach them to students. From this starting point, our analysis has taken form in a more generalised way that might encompass the likely experiences of all legal academics. Many (if not most) legal academics have graduated with a law degree that would not have covered the TLOs for law, which form a consensus model of the future of Australian legal education. Future legal education thus depends on teachers’ capacity to use skills that were not explicitly modelled to them as students.

It is important to note that these thinking skills are not novel – they have long been the cornerstone of legal practice. In the past however, such skills were largely learnt by osmosis or trial and error, principally through a focus on legal problem solving throughout the degree.\textsuperscript{14} It was assumed that the learning of such skills was immanent in the curriculum. With massively increased numbers of law students,\textsuperscript{15} changes to high school education, and a constantly evolving higher education environment\textsuperscript{16} it is no longer sufficient for such skills to be learnt implicitly, and many teachers perceive a student skill gap they were unaware of as students.\textsuperscript{17} Our work on \textit{Smart Casual} has confirmed that while all teachers have these skills, understanding how to encourage their development in others requires a separate set of skills.

\textsuperscript{12} Ibid. See also Macmillan, above n 2.
\textsuperscript{13} The approach and content of the modules proposed by \textit{Smart Casual} have been endorsed by the Council of Australian Law Deans (CALD) and the Legal Education Associate Deans (LEAD) and reflect the TLOs for law. The extensive national consultation on which the TLOs were based gives a very strong indication that contemporary legal practice demands graduate capabilities that go beyond those of the past.
\textsuperscript{15} Analysis by the \textit{Australian Financial Review} has found that ‘the number of domestic bachelor and post-graduate law finishers in 2014 was up by more than 1200, or 9 per cent, year-on-year’ in Emma Tadros and Katie Walsh, ‘Too Many Law Graduates and Not Enough Jobs’ \textit{Australian Financial Review} (online), 22 October 2015 <http://www.afr.com/business/legal/too-many-law-graduates-and-not-enough-jobs-20151020-gkdbyx#ixzz4TWdYECrU>.
\textsuperscript{17} See, eg, Mary Heath et al, ‘Beginning to Address “the Elephant in the Classroom”: Investigating and Responding to Australian Sessional Law Teachers’ Unmet Professional Development Needs’ (2015) 38 \textit{University of New South Wales Law Journal} 240, 255.
Three of the Smart Casual modules embody some or all of the components of TLO 3 (‘thinking skills’), but are organised according to the identified needs of sessional law teachers, resulting in three discrete modules: reading law, and critical legal thinking, and problem solving. Categorising skills in this way has resulted in some insights into the complexity of the tasks facing both students as learners, and all legal academics as teachers. In particular, as we have observed the often complex connections between each ostensibly discrete skill, we have sought to articulate how the teaching of these skills might be scaffolded, an approach to educational design that ‘helps learners develop independence, fluency and range of performance as they move along the development continuum from novice to expert’.18

A Reading Law

The first skill students attempt to master in legal studies is the reading of legal texts. Reading law permeates introductory units and their textbooks and, more recently as a result of intervention by the admitting authorities, one aspect of reading law, statutory interpretation, is taking on a higher profile throughout the degree.19 For law teachers, including those who were not taught explicitly how to read law, the skill is likely to have become intuitive. Without guidance, it can be difficult for the expert to articulate to the novice how to comprehend and make use of complex and diverse genres of legal writing. For the novice law student, reading law is the crucial foundation skill they require to advance in their law studies. Without proficiency in reading law, they will not have the materials with which to engage in critical legal thinking nor to solve legal problems.

Beyond simply reading for meaning, critical reading is a form of critical thinking. A critical reader must ‘read against the text’, looking to find what the author has not said as much as understanding what has been said.20 This characteristic of lawyerly reading is a learnt skill that involves a complex process of de-constructing and re-constructing passages into propositions and data that are legally relevant. A skilled reader is also aware of the techniques that the authors have used in the manner of writing to convince readers or to delimit meaning.21

As with any complex skill, students must develop techniques of critical reading specific to law. These include recognising when terms of art are used, the meaning implied by the placement of text within document structures (for example, the use and limitations of headnotes in judgments, or headings in statutes), and strategic reading methods to

21 See generally Elizabeth Mertz, The Language of Law School: Learning to ‘Think Like a Lawyer’ (Oxford University Press, 2007) 100.
make sense of large documents (such as use of defined terms, indexes, skimming and re-reading).

In addition to unfamiliar reading techniques, the nature of the documents students read can also be unfamiliar and therefore require the acquisition of a further layer of skills particular to each genre of legal writing. For Australian students, law is principally found in statutes and regulations, case law, and private legal documents – each a discrete genre with its own interpretive requirements. To identify the rights and duties, opportunities and restrictions, rewards and punishments imposed on people’s behaviour, the lawyer must be skilled in interrogating and unpacking the text in these complex, non-intuitive forms of writing.

For example, legal judgments are often written in a narrative essay style, frequently without headings, and focus on an individual issue, rarely offering explicit indications of the law as it is applicable to other future situations. Readers must thus winnow general principles applicable to future scenarios from the detailed analysis of the facts of the case. Judicial referencing, legal and literary conventions are unfamiliar to the lay person and all require decoding. Making sense of case law requires attention to the context within and external to the written judgment, both of which are also crucial to understanding of the doctrine of precedent.22

In contrast, statutes, legislative instruments, and regulations aim for precise description in concise language. Whereas judgments look to definitely resolve a historic incident, statutes speak to all future incidents, seeking to pre-determine legal outcomes through abstract descriptions of possible future behaviour. Despite the goal of clarity, the abstract nature of the language can mean that significant and often technical skill is needed to understand conventions. Additional knowledge of the body of law surrounding the correct approaches to determining textual meaning, the context of the provision, and the overall purpose of the statute are also needed.23

The products of private law, such as contracts, trust deeds and wills, may seek to establish norms of behaviour through concise wording but they too must be submitted to interpretative conventions and a range of judicially imposed implications to supplement the express terms.24 Likewise, procedural law demands adherence to prescribed form and conduct derived from regulation. In addition to interpreting language, law students must identify when implications are appropriate.

As highlighted in the case of statutory interpretation and through the doctrine of precedent, significant bodies of law exist providing interpretive directives as to the ‘correct’ way to read. Reading law thus occurs not simply in an English literacy sense – although this is important – but alongside substantive law itself.

23 See, eg, Tom Gotsis (ed), Statutory Interpretation: Principles and Pragmatism for a New Age (Judicial Commission of New South Wales, 2007).
Although not an explicit focus within the framing of thinking skills adopted in this project, it is important also to mention that in addition to critical reading, to interpret (and therefore to use) the law *creatively* requires yet further higher order skills:

Lawyers work with words, so most of our creative acts involve the construction of new language and interpretation of existing language, creating new concepts from whole cloth or from the interstices of statutory, regulatory or contractual gaps.²⁵

How law is read is also linked to theories of the role of law, including philosophical, ideological and moral ideas, imposing a further interpretive lens as to the context and purpose of words.²⁶ For this reason, the law graduate must understand how people with diverse world-views will read law and doing this requires self-awareness of their own interpretative lens.²⁷

Extracting or creating meaning, propositions and legally relevant facts from texts is implicitly a process of critical analysis and thinking. Placing that data within broader considerations and assessing its strengths and weaknesses is a process of explicit legal critical thinking.

**B Critical Legal Thinking**

In addition to the literature on critical thinking generally, there is a well-developed literature on critical legal thinking.²⁸ As a field of inquiry, critical thinking attracts diverse views, with some claiming it as a generic higher order cognitive skill, and others suggesting that it only becomes relevant within a particular disciplinary context.²⁹ Without entering into this debate, for legal educators critical thinking is necessarily taught within the context of the discipline of law. Indeed, the implication from studies analysing critical thinking skills is that while critical thinking skills themselves transcend specific subjects or disciplines, exercising them successfully in certain contexts demands domain-specific knowledge, some of which may concern specific methods and techniques used to make reasonable judgments in those specific contexts.³⁰

---

²⁸ See, eg, James, above n 1.
Appleby, Burdon and Reilly point out that there is ‘no consistent definition’ of critical thinking. Additionally, they observe that in the context of the law critical thinking has both ‘immanent and extrinsic qualities’. In broad terms, however, critical thinking can be considered as the

[a]ctive, persistent, and careful consideration of a belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds which support it and the further conclusions to which it tends.

One key division in the critical thinking scholarship is between a narrow view of critical thinking as competency in logical reasoning, and a broader conception that incorporates a critical and reflective disposition. Smart Casual adopts this broader conception and sees critical thinking as a mental process that extends beyond ‘black letter’ reasoning. In the legal context, critical thinking encompasses interpretation, analysis and evaluation of legal claims and arguments. But it also incorporates assessing the alignment of legal doctrines and rules in light of legal and political standards, jurisprudential frameworks, legal theories, ideological and theoretical standards, frameworks from other disciplines and ethical models and professional codes.

While this explains the context for critical thinking in law, it was important for Smart Casual to conceptualise how this occurs so that we could develop a toolkit for law teachers to assist students to develop their own critical thinking. To this end, Byrnes and Dunbar outline the contours of critical thinking that have been used to inform the project’s approach. Their overarching observation is that critical thinking is metacognitive and reflective, requiring ‘thinking about your own or someone else’s thinking’. The metacognitive element demands that the thinker should reflect on their biases and not uncritically accept their own perspective. Thus its evaluative contour involves considering the quality of an argument and this requires the thinker to be ‘skeptical and moderately distrusting’.

The analytical component requires the thinker to identify and scrutinise the processes involved in gathering evidence to support the argument in question, and how that evidence has been evaluated. This too has a metacognitive element in that to engage in this process

---

32 Ibid 348.
35 James, above n 1.
38 Byrnes and Dunbar, above n 36, 481.
requires an understanding of the mode of developing domain-specific (legal) knowledge. Finally, Byrnes and Dunbar observe that critical thinking is ‘effortful, potentially time-consuming, and mentally taxing’. This insight is useful for the law teacher in raising awareness of the additional cognitive processing capacity required in critical thinking beyond that needed for lower order thinking skills.

Using Byrnes and Dunbar’s contours to inform the approach to critical legal thinking extends the scope of the Smart Casual approach beyond that identified by TLO 3 (‘thinking skills’). Arguably, by incorporating metacognition as integral to critical legal thinking, the ‘thinking skill’ begins to overlap with TLO 6 (‘self-management’). Indeed, there are links to the resilience components of the Smart Casual module on Wellbeing, indicating the fluid boundaries of ostensibly discrete skills. The broad conception of critical thinking adopted by Smart Casual also incorporates aspects of TLO 1 (‘knowledge’), particularly the broader contexts within which law operates and the complex issues they raise. Incorporating metacognition in this way may start to address some of the criticisms of the lack of ‘soft skills’ in legal education more broadly – thus supporting law teachers in teaching a more contemporary law curriculum. It also can help to support the understanding that to solve legal problems effectively requires more than technical skill.

C Problem Solving

Bentley points out that ‘legal reasoning is usually a fundamental element in the teaching and understanding of law in common law countries’. It is also central to the work lawyers (and law graduates in many other fields) undertake in professional life. The use of problem solving exercises in substantive law subjects in Australian law schools (as well as those in the United States) is accordingly widespread. The typical hypothetical scenario used in class and examinations involves fact patterns designed to raise one or more issues within a specific area of law. Depending on curriculum design however, students may be
expected to grapple with knowledge and skills other than those belonging to the one discrete area of law. For example, statutory interpretation is frequently taught as substantive law and process within the context of a particular doctrinal field. The same can be said of the doctrine of precedent.

Through practice, students are expected to develop the problem solving skills needed to deal with real-world legal problems creatively and effectively. It is therefore important that students acquire legal problem solving skills that are transferable outside of class, and away from structured prompts and the safety of a distinct legal subject. In other words, the (micro) skill of problem solving as the direct application of a discrete portion of law to a factually bounded scenario is necessary to develop students’ legal problem solving abilities – but it is not sufficient of itself as legal thinking. Rather, problem solving requires critical thinking and reasoning skills, such as the evaluation of statements or evidence and inductive, deductive and analogical reasoning. It is also a creative skill that stretches to include the identification of opportunities to resolve legal problems without recourse to adversarial approaches: legal problem solving involves creating solutions to legal problems, and most legal problems will be resolved outside of court. Law graduates need to be able to undertake problem solving as part of a repertoire of other thinking skills.

In the taxonomy of skills canvassed by Smart Casual, guidance in how to teach a structured approach to problem solving does not go so far as overtly addressing the elements of logic used in legal reasoning, or the possibilities of an expanded and non-adversarial approach to problem solving. The rationale for this choice reflects the aims of the project. Sessional teachers often do not have the capacity to construct curriculum (for example, to implement a non-adversarial approach) and Smart Casual is premised on providing support for teaching skills rather than for curriculum construction. The problem solving module therefore focuses on supporting sessional law teachers to articulate to students the structured processes of problem solving that are likely to

45 See, eg, the vignettes below.
47 Niedwiecki, above n 5, 60; Miller and Charles, above n 43.
49 Indeed this is reflected in the organisation of the TLOs: see Kift, Israel and Field, above n 3. See also Niedwiecki, above n 5, 60.
51 James, above n 4.
be adopted by most law schools. This foundation is, however, instructive in a broader application.

The literature discussing whether and how to use structured approaches debates whether these systems are tools for teaching these skills to students, or a rote approach that risks precluding teaching them; and whether structured approaches erase creativity or ensure the acquisition of fundamental skills upon which creativity would necessarily be based. As Carrie Menkel-Meadow has cautioned, adopting one approach to what lawyers can know and should be able to do may preclude other forms of knowledge and other skills. Similarly, George Gopen summarised the debate between rival approaches (and their acronyms): ‘These organizing structures are both necessary and dangerous, both supporting and defeating. As with any good idea… they can all be used for harm as well as good.’

The MIRAT framework used as an exemplar in Smart Casual – one of many such structured approaches – is presented as a tool to assist students to structure their legal arguments clearly. However, the module implicitly calls on law teachers to require students to read law and to think critically. For example, the first step ‘M’ (locating the material facts) requires a constant switching between Bloom’s lower order ‘knowledge’ domains such as knowing what facts form the elements of the relevant general rules, and ‘cognitive’ domains that require insight into what it means to say that a fact is ‘material’; and the identification of facts that might be missing, exceptions that may come into play, and alternative arguments that may colour the relevance of particular facts. Authors such as Miller and Charles argue that reasoning is an explicit part of the ‘A’ (analysis or argument) in MIRAT or IRAC; but reasoning is implicit in the formation of ‘R’ (rule) as well.

Determining that something is a fact for legal purposes is itself a higher order cognitive task. Law students are required to re-learn within a legal mindset what are ‘facts’ and what are not. Facts are only details of a scenario that can advance legal claims based on statute or precedent, and material facts are those relevant to the current legal issue.


53 Menkel-Meadow, above n 48, 787, 791; O’Brien, above n 48, 48.

54 George D Gopen, ‘IRAC, REA, Where We Are Now, and Where We Should Be Going in the Teaching of Legal Writing’ (2011) 17 Journal of the Legal Writing Institute xvii, xviii.


56 Gerald Lebovits, ‘Cracking the Code to Writing Legal Arguments: From IRAC to CRARC to Combinations in Between’ (2010) 82(6) New York State Bar Association Journal 64; Gopen, above n 54.

57 Miller and Charles, above n 43, 202.

One of the advantages of adopting a structured formalistic approach to problem solving is that it provides law teachers themselves with the means of deconstructing a process that may have become intuitive to them. *Smart Casual* adopts a ‘reflective teacher’ approach, prompting contemplation as to the difference in experience and knowledge between the teacher and student – arguably a useful approach for all law teachers. Law teachers – whatever their background – may solve legal problems intuitively, but students are still developing this skill and require a structured approach to practise it.  

In presenting a structure and an explicit method for law teachers to interrogate their own problem solving, and thus to share their experience with students, the formal approach instils some of the dispositions recognised as integral to critical thinking and to ‘soft’ legal skills more broadly. It also offers strong opportunities to invite students to think creatively and both inside and outside the adversarial frame.

These are reinforced by the module on reading law that emphasises the critical stances taken by legal readers, and the module on critical legal thinking that encourages thinking beyond instrumentalist logics. Together they aim to encourage a reflective use of these problem solving techniques as heuristic scaffolds to a more nuanced ability in students.

### III Integrating Thinking Skills

As James implies, reading law, critical legal thinking, and problem solving can be understood as independent skills. Yet, taken together, they form part of a nexus, an integrated whole that lies at the heart of the intellectual skill of lawyering. However, what lawyers might take for granted in terms of what it is that they do in practice may not be so clear to law students. This is likely to be the case so long as components of thinking are taught – or presented – as discrete elements. It is therefore incumbent upon the law teacher to spell out consciously what might be described as the macro and micro aspects of thinking like a lawyer, ie identifying reading law, critical legal thinking, and problem solving as skills in their own right (micro) and at the same time recognising them as a synthesised whole (macro).

Bloom for example provides an overarching taxonomy of cognitive objectives that is widely applied in higher education in formulating learning outcomes, and is relevant to thinking processes more generally. In understanding what it is to ‘think like a lawyer’, the

---

59 A similar approach underlies the Decoding the Disciplines project: Joan Middendorf and David Pace, ‘Decoding the Disciplines: A Model for Helping Students Learn Disciplinary Ways of Thinking’ [2004] (Summer) New Directions for Teaching and Learning 1.

60 Ibid.


taxonomy might be enhanced through acknowledging different types of legal thinking that together comprise not just learning the law, but thinking like a lawyer. Bloom’s is not the only taxonomy, and others may well explain more aptly the diverse goals of a comprehensive legal education.63 For our purposes, however, Bloom’s cognitive objectives are one useful framing within which to understand the skills canvassed in the three Smart Casual thinking modules.

Some maintain that Bloom’s taxonomy is necessarily linear and sequential, while others prefer an iterative understanding of cognitive processes.64 In analysing legal thinking, we prefer the iterative approach. While all legal thinking is necessarily grounded in knowledge of the law, it is difficult to identify any one ‘entry point’ to full comprehension and utilisation of that law – especially in diverse contexts. For example, advising a client on legal options in response to a personal injuries claim under a prescribed scheme will differ from preparing a parliamentary submission on tort law reform. Legal thinking therefore involves an ability to move between layers of knowledge, depending on one’s own starting point and the task at hand. This in itself requires metacognition – a higher order cognitive skill relating to understanding when and how to apply particular skills, reinforcing the iterative nature of thinking. Metacognitive skills are crucial to prepare law students for the constant learning required of them in professional life.65

Table 1 represents the relationship between different modes of legal thinking (representing the three thinking modules in Smart Casual in the middle three columns) characterised both in terms of Bloom’s taxonomy (in the left hand column) and layers of what might be called a ‘knowledge entry point’ involving legal knowledge or knowledge of broader contexts (in the right hand column). These entry points represent different – and layered – approaches to considering the applied intellectual skills of problem solving, legal reading and critical legal thinking.

65 Niedwiecki, above n 5, 41.
**Table 1 – Different modes of legal thinking**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bloom’s cognitive objectives</th>
<th>Problem solving</th>
<th>Reading law</th>
<th>Critical legal thinking</th>
<th>Thinking mode</th>
<th>Knowledge entry point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Elements of law, authority</td>
<td>Meaning of legal terms</td>
<td>Elements of law, authority</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>What facts are relevant</td>
<td>Purpose of this text / genre; role of the text structure</td>
<td>What is provided for, what is lacking in this law?</td>
<td>Text context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>How does law apply to facts</td>
<td>Legal doctrine, processes that frame the text eg statutory interpretation ; doctrine of precedent</td>
<td>What policy consideration s have been brought to bear/omitted?</td>
<td>Legal context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Broader theoretical / social context underpinning law / facts that might bear on the problem</td>
<td>What is the social context of this law, what theory supports / opposes it</td>
<td>How does this law stand against social or legal theory? What assumptions are embedded in law? What are the social implications?</td>
<td>Social / theoretical context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>Propose a solution to the problem</td>
<td>Make a choice as between the layers of knowledge, to ascertain meaning of text</td>
<td>Proposal as to how the law might address a social / theoretical problem per selected critical frame</td>
<td>Text + contexts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>What process have I adopted to reach this conclusion, is it limited &amp; if so, how? What other solutions were available?</td>
<td>What reading techniques have I used here, and are they fit for purpose?</td>
<td>Where do I stand within this analysis – identity, emotions, bounded knowledge</td>
<td>Metacognitive reflection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the linear organisation of the table, its purpose is not to promote a linear approach – although many commencing law students
may indeed need to adopt a staged method in learning both the law and lawyering skills. Instead, thinking requires movement up and down the columns and (depending on the task at hand) across rows, gathering together cognitive elements. The table represents component elements of thinking like a lawyer in different guises.

To illustrate how the components of thinking work together in the classroom, the following two vignettes draw on the authors’ experience in an entry-level criminal law subject, and second-year land law subjects. They highlight the underlying complexities in thinking like a lawyer but also the ways in which the three types of thinking represented in the Smart Casual modules work together iteratively in the classroom context.

A Vignette: Entry-Level Criminal Law

One of the authors, Mary Heath, teaches at Flinders Law School where entry-level case reading, the doctrine of precedent and statutory interpretation are integrated into the teaching of criminal law. Most students will study public law and legal research and writing subjects concurrently with their first semester of criminal law. The IRAC (Issue, Rule, Application, Conclusion) method of problem solving is taught in legal research and writing, and it is therefore desirable that it be modelled in classes in criminal law.

The curriculum begins with entry-level information and then moves on to precedent and case reading, followed by murder as an example common law offence. Next comes an entry-level introduction to the law and principles of statutory interpretation, followed by the serious assault offences of causing harm and causing serious harm as example statutory offences.

By the time students reach classes on causing harm and causing serious harm, the range of recently acquired skills they are required to use is extensive. At the most basic level of knowledge x reading law, students are still struggling with identifying which terms are legal terms and which are simply antiquated or less common English language that is not specific to law (text and context). Many are adjusting to the fact that words they have been using for years (‘cause’, ‘harm’, ‘voluntary’, ‘reckless’) turn out to have very specific meanings in legal contexts and that these meanings are sometimes fixed (‘voluntary’ conduct has the same meaning no matter whether the student is looking at a driving offence or at a serious crime of violence), while others change (‘cause’ has a specific meaning established in cases in relation to murder and a related but not identical meaning established by a statutory provision in relation to causing harm).

To identify material facts, students must be able to think about legal issues and the rules that raise those issues, as well as consider the provided facts in an attempt to sift through which are material and which are not. Their understanding of what makes a fact ‘material’ is still developing. The presence of ambiguous facts and conflicting
accounts of events gives rise to a great deal of unease. The complexity of this comprehension x problem solving task is high.

To identify issues, the offence under consideration must be parsed into its elements, a process that is far from self-evident for a novice (knowledge x problem solving).

Rule identification by this stage involves comprehension of the rules established by case law and statute (comprehension x reading law). It also requires students to comprehend the doctrine of precedent and rules of statutory interpretation and how they interact, and then to apply these complex concepts to a range of texts in order to identify a rule (analysis x reading law). Having identified a rule, the rule itself must be applied to the material facts to construct an argument (application x problem solving).

As the class considers whether an offence is aggravated or basic, we encounter wider issues in which policy considerations are more obvious, such as the definitions of ‘spouse’ and ‘domestic partner’, which have become more interesting to classes whose political memory encompasses years of debate on same sex marriage. They are understanding and analysing the law against a background of policy and principle (comprehension x critical thinking; analysis x critical thinking).

By this stage the class has read the relevant second reading speech (comprehension x reading law), which sets out some of the context in which the legislation was passed and offers an opportunity to think about the ‘tough on crime’ rhetoric of the attorney general of the time as well as wider questions such as the obligation to criminalise torture (analysis x critical thinking).

In an entry-level class, there is a tension between treating these as important considerations and recognising that the law is not established by the judgments of its readers. The capacity to analyse depends on fundamental comprehension having been achieved. If a student cannot grasp the concept of parliamentary supremacy and apply it, they will be unable to conceptualise the difference between the law as a set of rules (established, in this case, primarily by Parliament), and a critique of those rules, which does not in itself change the law (knowledge x reading law; application x reading law).

In South Australia, ‘a person is the spouse of another if they are legally married’ for the purposes of the Criminal Law Consolidation Act 1935 SA and for the time being, this means that we must look to the definition of ‘domestic partner’ if we want to know whether a man who assaults his male lover is committing an aggravated offence, no matter what the views of the class on the subject of same sex marriage may be. Students may reflect at various points of this discussion but sometimes require support to recognise this is what is occurring (evaluation x critical thinking). Rule identification as a formal step in the process can assist students in identifying legal rules as (open to interpretation but nevertheless) conceptually distinct from their values and/or the values of others, even where they may happen to overlap with their values or opinions (evaluation x critical thinking).
As we pass through each element of the offence, working our way through IRAC step by step, we are constantly switching between content (‘What does ‘harm’ mean in this context? Where does that meaning come from? Are there cases that can help us understand where ‘harm ends and ‘serious harm’ begins?’) and process (‘Now we have identified the rule, how can we apply it to these facts to create an argument that the prosecution might use? How could the defence respond?’)

B Vignette: Second Level Land Law

Another of the authors, Kate Galloway, has taught land law across two semesters in second year at James Cook University. The two subjects work together to scaffold student knowledge and skills, and are therefore considered here together. Students enter second year having undertaken introductory subjects including research, writing and analysis, and legal institutions and processes, but only having completed two substantive law subjects.\(^{66}\) Despite first year grounding in reading law, critical thinking, and problem solving, there are manifest challenges for students in developing these skills – and as with first level criminal law, there is a lot going on.

The subjects are structured around legal doctrine (knowledge) but also embed the explicit teaching of statutory interpretation for the first time addressing an entire body of statute law in context, implicit application of the doctrine of precedent (together, application x reading law), introducing the equitable jurisdiction overlaid on the common law (knowledge x reading law), introducing reading private law instruments (comprehension x reading law), and promoting critical thinking skills particularly in terms of sustainability\(^ {67}\) and Indigenous perspectives.

First semester opens with the topic of the concept of property. Students are introduced to Indigenous conceptions of land in contrast to the Western liberal tradition. Further, land is contrasted with environment,\(^ {68}\) and as with the criminal law vignette, this often confounds student expectations of the meaning of English language that is not specific to law. Frequently students experience this topic as a new understanding of their world requiring reorientation as their expectations are challenged (evaluation x critical thinking). Many students select as the topic of their critical essay either a comparison of Western and Indigenous concepts of property and land, or property in the human body – both of which require students to grapple with the meaning of foundational concepts of the law (analysis, synthesis x critical thinking).


\(^{68}\) Ibid.
While students are working on their essays over the first seven or eight weeks of second year, they are simultaneously learning and applying doctrine (knowledge, comprehension, application x problem solving, reading law). This is a known challenge for property law where ‘[t]he language [is] arcane and each class introduce[s] something which seem[s] wholly unrelated to everything else …encountered previously in property law, other law subjects, and life in general’.  

With the introduction of native title as common law recognition of customary law, and then with the introduction of the concept of equity, students are required to understand the limitations of the common law (application, analysis x critical thinking) while at the same time learning the structure and, to an extent, the content of these different sources of law (knowledge, application x reading law).

Being asked to apply equitable principles as both a source of property rights and as a procedural framework for considering claims, students’ thinking must move between comprehension x problem solving and application x reading law. In contrast with a more linear approach (such as IRAC) that moves progressively through elements to reach a conclusion, analysing a problem involving equity can require weighing up of alternatives and making a value judgment (analysis x problem solving, critical thinking). IRAC is useful to a point, but students must switch between analysis and synthesis x problem solving and application x reading law to reach a solution. This aspect of thinking is not expressly represented within the IRAC model.

Language also comes into play here. For example, the fraud exception to indefeasibility of title requires ‘actual fraud, ie dishonesty of some sort, not what is called constructive or equitable fraud’. That the common meaning of ‘fraud’ is a term of art and further, that there are varieties of fraud, presupposes a knowledge and understanding of the law that a second year student has not yet acquired. On the one hand, IRAC contemplates this as ‘R’ (rule). Students may cite this rule as part of their problem solving. But the ‘A’ (application) involves implicit knowledge of the difference between, say, actual fraud and constructive fraud. It is one thing to cite a rule, but another to afford its language meaning where a deeper understanding of the elements of the rule is required.

Understanding the interplay between equity and common law itself represents a broader theoretical context of the law, that has evolved to meet social and economic need (application, analysis x critical thinking). For students still only half way through first semester in second year, underlying knowledge x problem solving is understanding which source of law is relevant – statute, case law, common law, equity – and what processes are required to read and to apply it.

Policy considerations (application x critical thinking) permeate the subjects – married women’s property, the rise of equity to avoid Crown taxes, the evolution of feudal tenure in response to social change,  

colonisation and racist assumptions to justify property, the need for strata title to deal with rising population density and the need for cost-effective dispute resolution, the development of Torrens and e-conveyancing ... and so it goes. In each case, the need for social, economic, and environmental sustainability is canvassed, providing a unifying theme for consideration of the law’s effectiveness (analysis x critical thinking) and opportunity for reform (synthesis x critical thinking) – but also further thinking work in problem solving and reading law.

In semester two, an additional layer of complexity is introduced through the interplay between statute, common law, equity, and private agreements (comprehension x reading law). The form and content of the agreements are novel for students although working through the structure reinforces reading strategies for statutes. Ascertaining the meaning and effect of the instruments, however, requires knowledge beneath application as it appears in IRAC. There is a simultaneous interpretation of the instrument and the application of statute and case law to get to the starting point of identifying the (‘I’) issues.

Both of these vignettes illustrate the complexity faced by students learning to think like lawyers. But they also illustrate the complexity of teaching thinking skills. We have not included in these case studies the additional emotional and resulting cognitive load each student carries, quite independently of all else that is occurring in learning law. In omitting such considerations, we are not denying the impact of the student’s own circumstances on their experiences of learning the law. A fuller exploration of the teaching of thinking skills should incorporate affect beyond its inclusion in aspects of metacognition within critical thinking. This simply highlights the difficulty for law teachers in deriving a comprehensive view not only of discrete aspects of student learning, but each interrelationship.

What the vignettes do offer, however, is an illustration of what the layers of process and knowledge might look like, what is implicit and explicit, and the interplay between modes of thinking that are integral to learning and teaching law right from the start. Even where curriculum is designed to scaffold students’ skills, in reality they still face all thinking modalities at once, in all layers of complexity, and not all are explicit. It is difficult to see how the law teacher can articulate to students the complexities of thinking like a lawyer without the requisite language and frameworks to strip the processes to components, and the ability to put them back together to suit the task at hand.

**IV CONCLUSION**

From our work on both distinguishing and integrating the three thinking skills presented here, we draw two conclusions. First, we suggest that any single thinking skill is a necessary but insufficient component of ‘thinking like a lawyer’. Secondly, attempting to break down the macro of thinking skills into the micro might highlight its
constituent parts, but it does so at the expense of exploring the interconnections, pathways, and implicit or behind-the-scenes thinking that characterises legal thinking. It is likely that it is not possible to represent this, bearing in mind the central role of the learner’s own experience in constructing knowledge. 71 Indeed, whether it is useful or even desirable to do so would be open to debate.

Instead, the purpose of this analysis, and the representation of the variety of processes at play as students learn law, is to encourage our own reflection as law teachers on the process of thinking, and in particular, thinking like a lawyer; to raise awareness of the implicit and integrated nature of the instinctive reasoning of the experienced lawyer and how this contrasts with the student experience of learning.

The three broad modes of legal thinking establish an overarching framework to support the teaching of thinking skills. The premise in selecting three ostensibly discrete skills is that each of these thinking skills not only can be taught, but also must be taught explicitly. Further, they each identify challenges experienced by learners and what can make it challenging for the law teacher to teach these skills, and share strategies that may be useful for law teachers in addressing these issues in the classroom.

While raising awareness of the processes at play within the three aspects of thinking, each module refers (and is linked) to each of the others. They provide connections for law teachers between each micro, or discrete, skill and thus recognise the breadth of the thinking skillset involved in the study of law.

This structured approach lays the groundwork for understanding one’s own legal thinking, and explaining it to students as a process. Each module recognises the need for an iterative approach in encouraging development in students’ thinking, and the effort 72 and persistence – the character – that is required to develop, if not to master, legal thinking.

As illustrated in the vignettes, the components of each mode of thinking represented in the modules encourage the articulation of the nexus between different thinking processes. Rather than masking the processes of problem solving for example, each element can contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the complexity of the task at hand, to expose how the elements and processes work together. For the reflective teacher, regardless of their employment conditions, this offers the foundation for a comprehensive understanding not just of thinking like a lawyer, but the means by which to teach it, explicitly, to students.


72 Byrnes and Dunbar, above n 36.